Would You Rather Lol Over 300 Intensely Intriguing
Questions To Ask Your Friends
would you rather | either - either is a big game of preference, made up of thousands of would you rather
questions with statistics and debate. 250+ funny would you rather questions for kids, teens and ... “would you rather” entertainment questions. a horror movie entitled would your rather (2013) pitted players
hoping to win a large amount of money against each other. the questions became more and more sadistic,
resulting in the deaths of those playing. would you rather questions - conversation starters world would you rather have free wi-fi wherever you go or be able to drink unlimited free coffee at any coffee shop?
would you rather be compelled to high five everyone you meet or be compelled to give wedgies to anyone in a
green shirt? would you rather live in a house with see-through walls in a city or in the same see-though house
would you rather questions—list - the measured mom - would you rather be so tall your head bumps the
ceiling or be so short you can’t reach the coun-ter? 65. would you rather take swimming lessons in a hot pool
or take a cold shower? 66. would you rather always wear tennis shoes that are too tight or always wear clown
shoes that would you rather? - standard lesson - • would you rather give up your car air conditioner or
your car radio? • would you rather have to sit all day or stand all day? • would you rather go to jail for 10 years
or be in a coma for 20 years? • would you rather have your flight delayed by 12 hours or lose your luggage? •
would you rather it be hot all the time or cold all the ... “would you rather” game - collaborative learning
- “would you rather” game this activity was originally developed by gillian blatherwick at rushey mead primary
school in the city of leicester. it is designed to be used with john burningham’s book of the same name. isbn:
0-00-662394-8 or 0-09-920041-4 and “would you rather” road trip game! - landeelu - would you rather
never touch another human again or never touch an electronically powered device again? would you rather be
the first to die among your close friends or be the last one to die? would you rather have a lousy short term
memory or a terrible long term memory? would you rather have 1 wish granted today or 3 wishes granted 5
years ... would you rather” activity - infusionomics - “would you rather” activity ** for additional
standards and content references, please see the end of document. overview: in the would you rather activity,
students are posed with multiple ^would you rather… _ questions. they must think through each option and
use their critical thinking skills to come to a logical conclusion would you rather questions for kids - would
you rather everything in your house be one color or every single wall and door be a diferent color? would you
rather visit the internaional space staion for a week or stay in an underwater hotel for a week? would you
rather see a irework display or a circus performance? would you rather go skiing or go to a water park?
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